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I noticed that the mailbox belonging to Apt 2 had a name-slot fitted with a curious card. Printed, 
rather Cartier-formal, it read: Miss Holiday Golightly; and underneath, in the corner, 
Travelling. It nagged me like a tune: Miss Holiday Golightly, Travelling. 
-Breakfast at Tiffany’s 
 
 
 
1.0: Introduction 
 
This synopsis aims to investigate the main features of the female representation in a 1960s 
mainstream Hollywood film.  For this purpose I have chosen to analyse ‘Breakfast at Tiffany’s 
(1961).  The central concern of the synopsis will be to investigate in which ways the film differs 
from the original novella by the same name. The main focus of this investigation will be on the 
main character, Holly Golightly, and the differences between her representation in the novella and 
in the film, as well as the nature of the relationship she has with the main male character / narrator. 
I have chosen this particular film and novella since I believe that the changes done for the screen 
adapted version demonstrate how the features of the dominant image and general representation of 
women in the film at the time may have influenced the plot.   
 
1.1: Problem definition: 
What are the central differences between the screen adapted version of Breakfast at Tiffany’s 
and the original novella when it comes to the representation of the female protagonist, Holly 
Golightly and how are they significant regarding the subject of female representation in the 
1960s mainstream films? 
 
2.0: The Film  
The screen adaptation of the original novella, written by Truman Capote in 1958, gained a big 
commercial success, receiving several Oscar nominations, as well as numerous other film awards. 
Over the years the image of Holly Golightly in her long black dress and elegant black gloves, 
holding a long cigarette in her hand had become somewhat iconic. To this day some critics argue 
that Holly Golightly actually introduced a completely new kind of female protagonist, the type that 
was rather unusual to be seen in a Hollywood mainstream film at the time.  
The main theme of the film is the celebration of the power of romantic love and stability over 
fluidity and freedom. The plot of Breakfast at Tiffany’s is centred on Holly Golightly (played by 
Audrey Hepburn), a 19 year old girl making her living in New York. Throughout the novella and 
the film, Holly is characterized as an unknowable and rather mysterious person, as she manages to 
keep the very details of her personal life hidden. She is wild and free and appears to be enjoying 
her life. Once a new male neighbour moves in into her building, the two of them are engaging in a 
relationship, which by the end of the film culminates into a romance.  
 
2.1: The Novella 
Published in 1958, it has been said that Breakfast at Tiffany’s inspired women from all around the 
USA to pack their bags and seek their fortunes in New York. The novella presents a new kind of 
heroine that is free in all the ways the majority of women at the time were not. Holly Golightly is 
an inspirational character in a novella that critically deals with some of the values and supposed 
moral ideals that were dominating society at the time.  
The novella portrays an independent, rather mysterious and intriguing character of Holly 
Golightly. However, the main theme of the text is the diversity of love and more specifically, an 
exploration of the diverse kinds of love that define, enrich, and at times destroy adult relationships. 
Capote's novella investigates the validity and power of asexual relationships often presenting them 
as far more rewarding than their romantic counterparts.  
 
3.0: Feminist Film Theory 
In order to analyse female representation in Breakfast at Tiffany’s and to put it into the context of 
the dominant image of women in the film, several of the aspects central to the feminist film theory 
will be considered. As Molly Haskel claims in one of the earliest essays concerned with film 
history written from a feminist point of view, films have always been a mirror held up to society’s 
face, and as such have reflected the changing societal image of women. 
1
  
Feminist film theories first occurred in the 1970s when the number of feminist texts aimed to draw 
attention to the issue of the representation of women. According to these theories, mainstream 
cinema did not represent women’s lived experience, but rather stereotypes of women. The main 
assumption was that films mostly reflect social power structures and these structures are largely 
sexist.
2
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Laura Mulvey’s largely influential essay ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative cinema’ (1975) suggested 
that cinema is irreducibly shaped by sexual difference, arguing that film is constructed around 
looks and gazes, exclusively those of men looking at women, which  in turn shape editing and 
narrative.
3
  
The synopsis will investigate the most significant differences in the female representation in the 
novella and the screen adapted version and analyse whether they are influenced by the male gaze 
and power structures. The main points in the analysis will namely be the questions of sexual 
identity, freedom, and relationships, as those are the significant themes of both the novella and the 
film. 
 
3.1: Women in the 1960s – the dominant image 
According to Susan Douglas, the 1960s was predominantly a decade that ‘belonged’ to the boys. 
Their impact on the culture was far greater, as it was the decade of Rebel Without the Cause and 
the Beatles, among others. Women and girls, it appeared, played a more trivial part in the cultural 
history of the 1960s – they were the ones who fainted while watching the Beatles, or the ones who 
flashed their bare breasts at Woodstock. The images and messages of the 1960s were ‘obsessed 
with  shifting gender codes, riven with generational antagonisms, […] and determined to straddle 
the widening gap between traditional womanhood and the young, hip, modern ‘chick’.’
4
 
 
4.0: The Sexual Identity  
One of the important and almost central aspects of the novella Breakfast at Tiffany’s is the 
ambiguity of sexual identity and orientation. Tison Pugh argued that the queer aspects of Holly 
Golightly’s world are rather important and to overlook those is to miss key moments of the text.
5
  
At the time Capote published his novella in 1958, very few writers wrote openly about homosexual 
characters. These issues were dealt with in rather subtle ways, describing their sexualities as 
‘eccentric’ or ‘inverted’. Over the years many critics came to argue that the main male character of 
the novella, who is also the narrator of the story, is in fact homosexual. This fact is never openly 
stated in the text; however, there are several clues that might suggest this.  In fact, the question of 
sexuality is never presented in fixed, gay/straight terms in the novella. The exploration of sexual 
identity is presented as a fluid process that avoids labelling. On one occasion Holly herself 
addresses the question of her own sexuality:  
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‘[…] people couldn’t help but think I must be a bit of a dyke myself. And of course I am. 
Everyone is: a bit. So what? That never discouraged a man yet, in fact it seems to goad them on.’
6
  
Also Holly’s relationship with Rusty Trawler characterises novella’s subtle exploration of 
sexuality. Rusty is clearly a homosexual, but is engaged in a relationship with Holly. He is 
described by the narrator as a ‘middle aged child that had never shed his baby fat […]’
7
, and once 
he comments on Rusty’s infantile relationship to Holly, she responds that Rusty simply ‘feels safer 
in diapers than he would in the skirt’
8
   
While the theme of sexual ambiguity is quite central in the novella, this question is never brought 
up in the screen adaptation. Even though Holly is portrayed as someone who is in search for her 
identity, the question of her sexuality is never an issue or something she dwells upon. The main 
male character, Paul, is in a relationship with a woman when he first moves into Holly’s building. 
Slowly, it becomes apparent that Holly comes to be an object of Paul’s interest by the repeated acts 
in which he observes and watches her.  
 
The high angle shot of Holly, as being watched by Paul from the window of his apartment.  
 
4.1: Sexuality  
Holly’s platonic relationship with the narrator and Joe Bell, another arguably homosexual 
character in the novella sadly absent from the film, as well as her relationship with Rusty Trawler, 
can be viewed as a sign of her progressive sexual politics. She also appears to have, at the time, 
very liberal view of marriage, as she says to the narrator that ‘a person ought to be able to marry 
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men or women or – listen, if you came to me and said you wanted to hitch up with Man o’ War, 
I’d respect your feeling. No, I’m serious. Love should be allowed.’
9
 
Holly openly talks about sexuality in general and many critics have argued that it is apparent from 
her comments that she is in fact a call girl. Her profession is very unclear in the screen version of 
the text. She appears to be simply a party girl, not having a problem to take money from the men 
who just want to be seen with her. However, in the novella the nature of her profession is 
addressed on several occasions, and she appears to have a very open view of it as well: ‘Of course 
I haven’t anything against whores. Except this: some of them may have an honest tongue but they 
all have dishonest hearts.  I mean you can’t bang the guy and cash his cheques and at least not try 
to believe you love him. I never have.’
10
 
 
4.2: Freedom  
The card on Holly’s mailbox reading Holly Golightly, Travelling suggests from the very beginning 
of the novella that this is a character that aims to escape the conventional existence. The themes of 
belonging and freedom are rather central in the novella. She does not believe that people can 
belong to each other. Moreover, her cat is nameless because she feels it does not properly belong 
to her and thus she has no right to give it a name. Naming symbolises defining in Holly’s world in 
the novella, which is one of the reasons we never get to know the narrator’s name, why Holly 
refuses to give the cat a name and she insists on using a pseudonym for herself.  The name she 
chose for herself is rather symbolic as well;  Golightly is obviously a mix of words ‘go’ and 
‘lightly’, which captures her affinity to changing locations, identities and lifestyles without 
hesitation. For Holly is a traveller, in that endless search for the place she can call home. This is 
one of the examples of the main themes of the novella, namely the refusal of any kind of fixed 
identity and stability. The novella ends on that note with Holly travelling away and refusing to 
settle down.  
 
4.3: The Romance 
The novella is framed by the narrator, who introduces Holly by talking about her with another 
character, several years after the events in the story.  From the beginning it is apparent that he has 
not heard from Holly in a longer period and is uncertain about her whereabouts.  Their relationship 
is thus more or less finished, but he remembers it fondly. 
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Paul and Holly’s relationship in the film ends on a rather different note. After getting in trouble 
with the law, Holly decides to leave the city, but changes her mind and chooses to settle down and 
stay with Paul only after he declares his love and affection for her. Patricia Mellencamp argues that 
the story of romance is a genre that serves male desire and fantasy.
11
 In this genre, women’s great 
adventure is romance, ‘the one they are socially sanctioned to seek’. Great romance depends on 
passivity, on not knowing. Once the heroine knows, the story is over. Nothing interesting 
remains.
12
  
Once the romance is realized in the film, the film indeed ends. It appears that Holly has found the 
place she can call her home and thus her travelling ends there. All her search and journey ends 
once she finds love and romance with a man. The ending seems to be in accordance with the 
popular 1950s discourse about marriage that acknowledged women’s desperation to get married 
and raise children.
13
  
 
5.0: Holly Golightly and the 1960s 
According to Susan J. Douglas, Holly Golightly is the first androgynous and nonconformist female 
protagonist in a Hollywood film.
14
 Even with the apparent changes that were made for the film 
version, a lot of Holly’s unconventional features present in the novella come forward on screen.  
Considering the fact that the legacy of the 1950s was quite clearly that no ‘nice’ girl ever had sex 
before marriage and that no nice women ever really liked sex, the 1960s clearly brought some 
indications to the contrary. Holly Golightly can be considered to be the character that very early in 
the decade reflected some of these changes and articulated the attitude that marked the shift from 
the popular 1950s discourse.  
Compared to the usual rather pinup-y representation of women in the 1950s Hollywood, wide-eyed 
and small-breasted Hepburn looked rather different. Her figure was almost boyish because of her 
tallness and thinness, but she still managed to portray a character that in fact is very sexual and 
indeed very attractive to men.  
Another aspect that set Holly apart from the usual female characters of the previous decade, at the 
time predominantly portrayed either as mothers or girls next door, was her way of living.  She slept 
all day and partied all night, she watered her plants with alcohol, kept her slippers in the fridge, 
slept nude, refused to decorate her apartment and kept her phone in the suitcase. She whistled like 
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a man when she wanted to call a cab. She lived a glamorous life, dinning at fancy restaurants and 
getting drunk whenever she wanted. She was obviously not a virgin, but still she appeared to be a 
very charming character. Her view on marriage was cynical and all she aimed to get from it was 
the money.  
Compared to the very moral portrayal of woman in the 1950s Hollywood films, this was a 
character that certainly marked a certain shift. Holly Golightly was clearly a representative of a 
‘young, hip, modern chick’, but at the same time by accepting to settle down with a man she 
acknowledged the values characteristic of the traditional moral idea of womanhood.   
 
6.0: Conclusion  
The novella Breakfast at Tiffany’s explicitly questions the narrow definitions of love and 
relationship that were dominant in society at the time (and I dare say still are). Where the novella 
celebrates the fluidity of sexuality and no fixed values whatsoever when it comes to relationships, 
the film offers a very clear cut and one-dimensional view. The film celebrates stability over 
fluidity and the dominant idea of heterosexual romance. 
These significant changes in the representation of the lead character and the fact that some of the 
important themes of the novella were ignored show how a plot can be influenced by some of the 
dominant power structures of the period.  
However, despite this fact, Holly’s character can still be considered to be groundbreaking when it 
comes to the issue of the female representation in film and this is something that should be 
acknowledged as well. Even though Holly’s travelling stops short in the film, her character to 
some extent still manages to mark the shift from the prevailingly moral female representation that 
was dominant during the previous decade. It was a small, but an important step. In the end, what 
made the character significant at the time was not the fact that she got Paul in the end; instead it 
was the fact that she managed to get away with all sorts of nonconformity without paying any 
apparent or significant price.  
 
6.1: Perspective  
It should be further discussed how the film might be different if the book was being adapted today. 
Also, Holly Golightly’s character seems to bear a lot of resemblance to some contemporary 
popular female characters, most notably those from the series ‘Sex and the City’. The significance 
of this can be discussed in regard to the dominant portrayal of female characters throughout the 
history of Hollywood.  
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